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as would have gratified the late Arnold Bennett and water
that was steaming hot at dawn. There can be no experience
that fills simple Europeans with a sense of greater ease than
to sit boiling gently in a morning bath and hear the engine
panting on its unending way across the plains ahead of them.
Sit, do I say ? Amalekites of more than human size might
have reclined without undue precautions in that miraculous
bath. Such glimpses give one a new standard of railway
comfort, and I resolved to startle Enquiry Offices at British
termini by first obtaining times of trains and then asking
carefully after their plumbing. For the morning bath on
board a moving train strikes me as the very crown of
civilised luxury.
But let it not be thought that these splendours are the
common destiny. For they represent the very summit of
privilege, the best that a great Company can do for wealthy
estancieros on their annual migration with wife and seven
daughters from the plains to Buenos Aires for the winter
season. In the present case they were the height of hos-
pitality shown for no reason in the world that we could think
of to guests, who were regarded by a pleasant fiction as
persons of importance. So we stood gravely on the plat-
form beside the gleaming splendours of the " family coach/1
impersonating as best we could the wealthy estanciero and
his seven daughters who should have been its occupants;
and there were even instances when a hospitable Company,
noting our deficiencies in this respect, assisted the impersona-
tion by supplying the daughters. For that reason, perhaps,
those journeys have, in my grateful memory, an ineradicable
air of musical comedy. Was it the chorus artfully combined
of young gentlemen and ladies ? Or was it that forgotten
touch of Mr, Daly's magic which used to transfer all the
characters quite effortlessly to the most distant places of
the earth, where they all met up again without the least
surprise ? That was it, I think; and those cheerful dinners
(at which the railway company displayed a knowledge of old
brandy unusual among railway companies in less enlightened
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